Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates
Colorectal Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage
Both Males and Females
New York State, by County, 2012-2016

New York State Rate:
21.6 per 100,000

Colors indicate quintiles. Width of bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.
New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.
New York State Rate:
41.4 cases per 100,000

Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates
Lung and Bronchus Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage
Both Males and Females
New York State, by County, 2012-2016

Colors indicate quintiles. Width of bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.

New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.
New York State Rate: 24.8 per 100,000

Colorectal Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage

New York State, by County, 2012-2016

Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.

New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2016.
New York State Rate: 48.7 cases per 100,000

Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates, Males

New York State, by County, 2012-2016

Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.

New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.
Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates, Males
Prostate Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage
New York State, by County, 2012-2016

Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.
New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.

Colors indicate quintiles. Width of bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Number of Prostate Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage cases per 100,000 men
New York State Rate: 18.9 per 100,000

Colors indicate quintiles. Width of bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Upper confidence interval extends beyond graph area.

Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.

New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.

Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates, Females
Colorectal Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage
New York State, by County, 2012-2016
New York State Rate:
42.5 cases per 100,000

Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates, Females

New York State, by County, 2012-2016

Upper confidence interval extends beyond graph area
Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.
New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2016.
New York State Rate:
3.8 cases per 100,000

Age-Adjusted Incidence Rates, Females
3.8 cases per 100,000

New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.

Number of Cervical Cancer, Regional/Distant Stage cases per 100,000 women

Colors indicate quintiles. Width of bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Upper confidence interval extends beyond graph area

Rates are age-adjusted to the 2000 U.S. population.

New York State Cancer Registry. Data are provisional, November, 2018.